Eau Claire Chamber Virtual Town Hall: WMC's Back to Business Plan
4/30/2020 6:19:09 PM Judy Gatlin- how do we figure in available testing? how do we allow anyone who wants a test to get, one, regardless of symptoms.
4/30/2020 6:21:16 PM Scott Janke- It seems that small businesses, especially those brick and mortars with less square footage and the likelihood of having large amounts of foot traffic, would find
themselves in the Substantial category of risk, and would likely be the most restricted by this plan.
4/30/2020 6:27:48 PM Corey Cronrath- This is an excellent plan from my perspective as a Board Certified Occupational Medicine physician with a Master in Public Health. Strong work!
4/30/2020 6:28:14 PM Michael Conner- Does the WMC have a simple way to have businesses express their support of the plan to government officials (Governor, legislators...)???
4/30/2020 6:33:19 PM Dave Burke- It looks like no matter how you slice and dice this plan our business would be categorized as a High Risk. We are a conference center that cannot be
sustainable with small groups of 50 to 100 people in the facility at one time. The light at the end of the tunnel looks to us to be many months down the road at best. How do you see this plan with
businesses such as ours?
4/30/2020 6:34:15 PM Connie Russell- Any thoughts on how to discourage people from high-risk areas from traveling to low-risk areas where businesses have opened up?
4/30/2020 6:37:44 PM Neal Bennett- Excellent Proposal - are we free to share this PowerPoint with any business?
4/30/2020 6:39:51 PM Nick White- Are tourism based businesses rated higher baesd on NAICS code as those businesses will be bringing in people from outside the local area?
4/30/2020 6:41:33 PM Michael Conner- Businesses need to take THE leadership position in how we "reopen". If a business doesn't get it right and customers aren't comfortable, they won't return.
I'd put my money on businesses driving this forward (like WMC) far ahead of politicians.
4/30/2020 6:50:50 PM Chester J Gustavson- Email sent!
4/30/2020 6:52:27 PM Cynthia Wing-Reed-Thank you for all your efforts on behalf of all of us small business! Very informative.

